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A Dependency-based Word Reordering Approach for Statistical Machine Translation Vu HOANG, Mai NGO, Dien DINH Faculty of Information Technology University of Science, VNU-HCM HoChiMinh City, Vietnam [email protected] Abstract—Reordering is of crucial importance for machine translation. Solving the reordering problem can lead to remarkable improvements in translation performance. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to solve the word reordering problem in Statistical Machine Translation. We rely on the dependency relations retrieved from a statistical parser incorporating with linguistic hand-crafted rules to create the transformations. These dependency-based transformations can produce the problem of word movement on both phrase and word reordering which is a difficult problem on parse tree based approaches. Such transformations are then applied as a preprocessor to English language both in training and decoding process to obtain an underlying word order closer to the Vietnamese language. About the hand-crafted rules, we extract from the syntactic differences of word order between English and Vietnamese language. This approach is simple and easy to implement with a small rule set, not lead to the rule explosion. We describe the experiments using our model on VCLEVC corpus [18] and consider the translation from English to Vietnamese, showing significant improvements about 2-4% BLEU score in comparison with the MOSES phrase-based baseline system [19]. Keywords- Natural language processing, statistical machine translation, preprocessing, word reordering, transformation, dependency parser



I. INTRODUCTION The Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) approach was firstly proposed by Brown et al. [1] in the beginning of 1990s after knowing that “statistical methods have proven their value” in some research areas. They took a view that “every sentence in one language is possible translation of any sentence in the other” [1] and used Pr (t | s) as a conditional probability to translate a sentence s in the source language into a sentence t in the target language. The basic principle of this approach is that with a input s in the source language, the system finds a sentence t in the target language so as to Pr( t | s) has the maximum value. Basing on Bayesian 's theorem:



the chosen sentence t is:



tˆ = arg max Pr(t ) • Pr( s | t ) t



where Pr(t) forms the language model and Pr( s | t ) forms the translation model. We can get the language model from a monolingual corpus (in the target language) and use it to check how fluent the target language is. The translation model is obtained by using an aligned bilingual corpus and used to check the how the output (in the target language) matches the input (in the source language). In Figure 1. , we draw out the main components of a baseline SMT system. The role of the decoder in an SMT system is to globally search a target language so that the value of Pr(t | s) is maximum based on the language model and the translation model trained before. In addition to the difference in the way to construct the language model, the translation model, the SMT systems use different ways to preprocess the input text beforehand using the decoders to make the output text and/or preprocess the output from the decoder to make a better translation text. Source Language Text Preprocessing Global Search tˆ = arg max Pr(t | s ) t



Language Model p(t)



Decoder Translation Model p(s|t)



Preprocessing Target Language Text Figure 1. Main components of an SMT system



Pr(t ) • Pr( s | t ) Pr(t | s ) = Pr( s)



In recent years, phrase-based SMT systems have achieved promising performance. A number of empirical evaluations



have proved that phrase-based SMT systems represent the state-of-the-art in statistical machine translation [2][3]. Phrase-based SMT allows multi-word units (called "phrase") in one language to be translated directly into phrases in another language. A phrase in such systems can be any contiguous text, and it is not necessarily a linguistic phrase [2]. These models have a number of advantages in comparison with the original IBM SMT models [1] such as word choice, allowing learning local reorderings, translation of short idioms, or insertions and deletions that are sensitive to local context. They are thus a simple and powerful mechanism for machine translation. However, phrase-based SMT models do not need segmenters, taggers, parsers, grammars, or a pre-existing translation lexicon. These models will automatically build a translation lexicon and respective probabilities only from a parallel corpus [2]. For this reason, a key limitation of phrasebased SMT systems is that they rarely use syntactic information directly. Therefore, many phenomena (such as morphological analysis, especially systematic differences between the word order in different languages) can not be modeled accurately during translation. This leads a lot of research interests to solve the word reordering problem within SMT systems. In this paper, we describe an approach for the use of grammatical and syntactic information within phrase-based SMT system. Our approach differs from those of [11][12] and [13] in several important respects. First, we study the differences of word order between English and Vietnamese under the form of dependency grammars. Second, we explore a rule combination algorithm using dependency-based handcrafted rules to reordering which can handle the phrase and word reordering problem. Third, we consider translation from English to Vietnamese by using corpora in computer science domain. Finally, our approach is simple, no time and effort consuming, no training as studies in [11][12] and [13]. II.



RELATED WORKS



A. Reordering within phrase-based SMT Reordering is of crucial importance for machine translation [6][7][8]. The main purpose of reordering problem is that it attempts to modify the source language (e.g. English) in a way that its word order is as similar as possible to that seen in the target language (e.g. Vietnamese, Chinese, German). This is available if two concerning languages have the systematic differences of word order, especially in linguistics. For example: - Word order between German and English [6]: Original sentence (German): Ich werde Ihnen die entsprechenden Anmerkungen aushaendigen, damit Sie das eventuell bei der Abstimmung uebernehmen koehnnen . Reordered sentence: Ich werde aushaendigen Ihnen die entsprechenden Anmerkungen, damit Sie koehnnen uebernehmen das eventuell bei der Abstimmung .



Basically, the German word order in the above example is different from the word order that would be seen in English. German sentence is reordered according to the order much closer to the target English word order (see underlined words). - Word order between English and Vietnamese [11]: Original sentence: Jet planes fly about nine miles high . Reordered sentence (English): planes Jet fly high about nine miles . In this example, the English sentence is also reordered according to the suitable Vietnamese word order (see bold and underlined words). This reordering relies on the systematic differences of English and Vietnamese, especially on linguistics. From that point, without reordering (both in training and decoding), sentences can only be translated properly into a language with similar word order. For this reason, there are many different approaches applied to resolve the word reordering problem within phrase-based SMT systems. Typically, reordering models in phrase-based SMT systems are based solely on movement distance [2]. In decoding, these models define the costs associated with skipping over one or more target words. Usually, the costs for phrase movements are linear in the distance [2]. Although these models are able to identify local word order in phrase, but in practice they capture inadequately or have difficulties in learning exactly which points in the translation should allow reordering. In summary, default phrase-based SMT systems have relatively limited potential to model word-order phenomena between different languages (e.g. English vs. Vietnamese, German vs. English, Japanese vs. English, etc.). Various approaches do not use default reordering model in phrase-based SMT system. It means that they use equally 0 step in movement distance [2]. In these approaches, different reordering models are applied as preprocessing step both in training and in decoding process. A number of researchers [6][7][13] have described their works on reordering methods as preprocessing step in SMT. Michael Collins et al. [6] applied a sequence of handcrafted rules to reorder the German sentences in six reordering steps: verb initial, verb 2nd, move subject, particles, infinitives, negation. This approach successfully shows that adding syntactic knowledge can represent a statistically significant improvement from 1 to 2% BLEU score over baseline systems. Fei Xia et al. [7] describe an approach to automatically acquire reordering rules in translation from French to English. The reordering rules operate at the level of context-free rules in the parse tree. The similar approaches [8][13] also propose the use of rules automatically extracted from word aligned training data. The results in their studies show that translation performance is significantly improved in BLEU score over baseline systems. Some extended approaches use syntax information to modify translation models which are called syntax-based SMT approach. Yamada et al. [3][4] proposed a new SMT model that is based on a tree-to-string noisy channel model and translation task is transformed into a parsing problem.



Melemed [5] used synchronous context free grammars (SCFGs) for parsing both languages simultaneously. In these approaches, the reordering process is embedded into parsing which generates the reordering tables from the bilingual corpus. The results following these approaches are promising and basically improve the translation performance. B. Reordering models relating to Vietnamese So far, reordering approaches on English-Vietnamese translation task are quite limited. Dien Dinh et al. [11] proposed a hybrid approach to word order transfer in the rulebased machine translation system. This model relies on the combination of using fixed rules and Transformation-based Learning (TBL) method to extract rules from bitexts. TBL is applied on the annotated English-Vietnamese bilingual corpus to extract rules correcting errors of the rule-based transfer results. Quang et al. [12] represents an advanced approach considered as an extended work of [11]. They employ the learning method - fastTBL (fnTBL) including two stages to train and extract effective syntactic tree transfer rules from parallel corpora. The rule extraction using fnTBL reduces training time so much and also makes significant increasing in transfer accuracy. However, the construction of an annotated corpora with many grammatical information (e.g. POS, syntax, chunk, transfer) consumes a lot of time and efforts, especially with the large corpora. Another work [13] proposed a syntactic transformation model based on the probabilistic context free grammar (PCFG). This model needs a word-aligned parallel corpus, the hierarchical alignment extracted from word alignment, and a hand-crafted set of rules. All information is used for training the probabilistic context free grammar (PCFG) rules to make the transformations. Finally, these transformations are applied in preprocessing phase, both in training and decoding process. III.



PROPOSED METHOD



It has been shown that reordering as a preprocessing step can lead to improvements in translation quality. Most current approaches for reordering use rule-based approaches. According to our knowledge, all rule-based word reordering approaches comprise three main components as shown in Figure 2. In our method, we focus mainly on two components: rule extraction/creation and rule application. Since the process of rule disambiguation is integrated into our rule creation, it is bypassed in our approach. We use the dependency grammars and the differences of word order between English and Vietnamese to create the small set of the reordering rules. Basing on these rules, we propose an algorithm which is capable of applying and combining them simultaneously.



Rule Disambiguation



B. Dependency-based Reordering Rules 1) Rule Definition A reordering rule in our approach consists of two sides connected by the mark “->”: the left-hand-side (lhs) and the right-hand-side (rhs). The lhs is the dependency relation with lexical words and Part of Speech (POS) patterns while the rhs corresponds to a possible reordering pattern. There are two kinds of reordering rule: single rule, which includes only one dependency relation, and multiple rule, which is combination of different single rules. We consider some following examples: •



Single rules



- det(NN, DT(this,that,another))->NN DT - poss(NN, PRP$)->NN PRP$ •



Multiple rules



- poss(NN2, NN1)&possessive(NN1, POS)->NN2 POS NN1 - amod(NN1, JJ)&cc(NN1, CC)&conj(NN1, NN2)->NN1 CC NN2 JJ The tokens “NN”, “DT”, “PRP$”, etc. are English POS ‘s, while the sequence “DT(this,that,another)” means the POS pattern “DT” with only the lexical words “this,that,another”. In multiple rules, the mark “&” is the combination mark of different rules. The reordering suggestion “NN DT” in the rhs side means that the original position “DT NN” will change into the new position “NN DT” if one relation matches with the lhs side of the rule. 2) Rule Creation We create the reordering rules based on relations of dependency grammar and the differences of word order between English and Vietnamese. In our work, we focus mainly on some typical relations as described in TABLE I. . For example, the dependency relation “det(book, the)” means that the determiner “the” is the modifier of the noun “book”. TABLE I. Relation



Rule-based Word Reordering Approach



Rule Extraction/ Creation



A. Introduction to Dependency Recent years have seen an increasing number of interests in using dependency parses for many NLP tasks. Dependency parses between words typed with grammatical relations are proven as useful information in some applications relating to syntactic processing. In this paper, we utilize some dependency relations extracted from a statistical dependency parser (e.g. Stanford Parser [14]) to create the dependencybased reordering rules.



Rule Application



Figure 2. The main components of rule-based word reordering approach



SOME DEPENDENCY GRAMMAR RELATIONS Description



Example



det



Determiner



det(book, the)



poss & possessive



Possessive modifier



poss(book, your)



advmod



Adverbial modifier



advmod(important, most)



nn



Noun compound modifier



nn(book, computer)



amod



Adjectival modifier



amod(book, good)



In next sections, we focus on analyzing the word order problem in some popular structures of English language such as: noun phrase, adjectival and adverbial phrase, conjunction, and simple question. We regard English language as the base language and Vietnamese as the second language to compare with it.



general” will move while predeterminer, determiner with “the,a” and postdeterminer do not. Let us consider some following examples relating to the difference of word order in English and Vietnamese noun phrase: Example 1:



a) Noun Phrase English Noun Phrase (EnNP) is a word combination with the head noun and surrounding auxiliary components. EnNP has some main characteristics as follows: •



The structure of EnNP includes: main component (or called head noun) and the components before and after it.



•



The relation between main and auxiliary components is principal and accessory.



The structure of an EnNP can be shown in the following figure: Noun phrase



(Predeterminer)



(Determiner)



(Postdeterminer)



Figure 6. An example of word reordering phenomenon in noun phrase with adjectival modifier (amod) and possessive modifier (poss). In this example, the noun “processor” is swapped with the noun “computer” while the adjective “personal” will move according to the noun “computer”.



Example 2:



(Modifier)



Head noun



(Postmodifier)



4a



3a



2a



1a



0



1b



All



The A



three



personal general



computers information world



of mine



Figure 3. The main components of an English noun phrase



The auxiliary components inside brackets are not compulsory, that means their appearance does not affect EnNP. In any EnNP, each component (e.g. predeterminer, determiner, modifier, …) has a modifiable relation for their head noun. This relation can be performed by the dependency relation [14] as shown in 0: All



The A



three



personal general



computers information world



of mine



(Predeterminer)



(Determiner)



(Postdeterminer)



(Modifier)



Head noun



(Postmodifier)



det num



amod



Figure 4. Some dependency relations in English noun phrase



However, the positions of some main components in EnNP will move to new positions according to Vietnamese translational order. See 0for an example about the movements of the main components in an EnNP: All



The A



three



(Predeterminer) (Determiner) (Postdeterminer)



computers information world



personal general



Head noun



(Modifier)



those



Figure 7. An example of word reordering phenomenon in noun phrase with the combination of adjectival modifier (amod) and prepositional modifier (prep_of). In this case, the adjective “good” especially moves after the noun “book”.



b) Adjectival and Adverbial Phrase For any adjectival and adverbial phrase, similar to noun phrase, there always exists a head adjective or adverb and auxiliary components before and after it. These auxiliary components will move to new positions according to Vietnamese translational order. As one example, the following sentence contains adjectival and adverbial phrase: Example:



of mine



(Determiner) (Postmodifier)



Figure 5. The order of the main components of EnNP in Vietnamese



In above example, the determiner with “those” and the modifier (e.g. adjectival modifier, noun modifier) “personal,



Figure 8. An example of word reordering phenomenon in adjectival phrase with superlative comparison “the most beautiful”



c) Conjunction In English grammar, a conjunction is a part of speech that connects two words, phrases, or clauses together. We consider conjunction as a parallel structure which connects two words in noun phrase. In this case, if one word in conjunction moves according to its dependency relation, other words will go after it. For example: Example:



Figure 9. An example of word reordering phenomenon in conjunction. In this example, the noun modifier “input” will move after the head noun “devices” while the noun “output” with conjunction modifier goes after the noun “input”.



d) Simple Question In this paper, we approach the word order problem in simple questions. According to categories of questions, the position of some components (e.g. wh-words “who, when, what,…”) will be changed. This syntactic phenomenon is called wh-movement and found in many languages (especially in Vietnamese), in which wh-words show a special order. Let us consider some following examples:



Category



Rule Content



Conjunction



- cc(NN1, CC)&conj(NN1, NN2)->NN1 CC NN2 - amod(NN1, JJ)&cc(NN1, CC)&conj(NN1, NN2)->NN1 CC NN2 JJ - poss(NN1, PRP$)&cc(NN1, CC)&conj(NN1, NN2)->NN1 CC NN2 PRP$



Simple question



- attr(VBZ, WP)&nsubj(VBZ, NN)->NN VBZ WP



C. Dependency-based Word Reordering Our purpose is to develop an algorithm which can combine simultaneously our above dependency reordering rules. Michael Collins et al. [6] propose a method which sequentially uses six hand-written transformations to reordering. These transformations are created based on differences between word order of English and German language. Simon Zwarts et al. [15] suggest a general reordering model by calculating the minimal dependency distances between a head and its dependants. In this paper, we propose an advanced method which differs from two above studies in two important respects: •



We create a new dependency-based reordering rules based on linguistics.



•



Our algorithm to reordering can combine all above rules without affecting together.



In general, our main idea includes the following steps:



Example:



•



Step 1: parse the sentence using the dependency parser. We use the Stanford Parser1 to perform this task. For example: det(book, the)



•



Step 2: convert the output of parser using information of surface words and POS tags. For example: det(book-NN, the-DT)



•



Step 3: sort the current dependency-based hand-crafted reordering rules hr decreasingly according to their length. The multiple rules are preferable to single rules. The length of each rule is calculated by the number of dependency relations within that rule.



•



Step 4: with each English word w from the left to right in sentence,



Figure 10. An example of word reordering phenomenon in simple question using wh-word “what”



In summary, according to typical differences of word order between English and Vietnamese, we have created a small set of dependency-based rules with about 20 rules for reordering words in English sentence according to Vietnamese word order. The following table shows some examples of our rules: TABLE II.



SOME EXAMPLES OF THE DEPENDENCY-BASED REORDERING



o



Find all the dependency relations dr (or modifiers) of word w.



o



Generate the candidate transformations from dr and find the best transformation which satisfies one of rules in hr.



o



Reorder word w and its dependants. Note that if one word moves, its dependants also go after it.



o



Repeat this step until there are no longer words in sentence.



RULES



Category



Noun phrase



Adjectival and adverbial phrase



Rule Content - det(NN, DT(this,that,another))->NN DT - poss(NN, PRP$)->NN PRP$ - nn(NN, NN)->NN NN - amod(NN, JJ(!much,!few,!little))->NN JJ - advmod(JJ, RBR)->JJ RBR - advmod(JJ, RBS)->JJ RBS - advmod(JJR, RB)->JJR RB



1



http://nlp.stanford.edu/downloads/lex-parser.shtml



Our overall approach is also regarded as a greedy reordering approach. The following example will demonstrate how our algorithm works. In this example, we use the red and grey (with bold) to indicate words already been considered and words being considered respectively, and the arc indicates dependency relation. The algorithm runs from steps from 1 to 5 and the sentence at step 6 is the final result (the reordered sentence).



TABLE V. Sentence Pairs



Set



TESTSET



Average Length English



Number of tokens



Vietnamese



English



Vietnamese



C



448



19.40



22.65



1990



1639



I



252



16.03



15.33



744



691



B. Evaluation Criteria Currently, there were different measures to evaluate the machine translation quality automatically. We temporarily divided them into 2 groups based on their characteristics. The first group included the ones measuring the translation accuracy such as NIST, BLEU [16][18]. The second one included the metrics measuring the translational error rates such as WER (Word Error Rate), PER (Position-independent word Error Rate), TER (Translation Error Rate) [17], etc. In our experiments, we used 3 popular automatic evaluation metrics correlating highly with the human evaluation: BLEU, NIST, and TER. BLEU and NIST were the representative for group 1 and TER was for the group 2. C. Experimental Setup This section will show experiments with our reordering approach. Our baseline was a phrase-based SMT system using the open-source Moses Toolkit2 described in [19]. For training and tuning, we used the scripts included in the Moses toolkit. As a language model we used the SRILM3 toolkit. We used a tri-gram model with interpolated Kneser-Ney discounting in our experiments. In addition, we also used available tools (in Perl language) for measuring NIST and BLEU4, TER5 for evaluating the translation quality.



Figure 11. An example of a reordered sentence



IV.



EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS



A. Corpus Statistics We used the VCLEVC corpus [18] to do our experiments to translate from English to Vietnamese. For simplicity, we only used the parts of computer book (C) and the help of computer (I) in our experiments. With each part, we divided it into 3 separate sets for the purpose of training (TrainSet), parameter tuning (DevSet), and testing (TestSet).



To retrieve the parsing information for English sentence, we used the Stanford Parser with integrated dependency parsing. For Vietnamese preprocessing, we also used the Vietnamese word segmentation described in [20]. We give here some definitions of our experiments:



The following tables are the summary of our data sets: TABLE III. Sentence Pairs



Set



Average Length English



Number of tokens



Vietnamese



English



8061



18.97



22.45



8072



5537



I



4495



16.44



15.59



2161



2359



TABLE IV.



DEVSET



Sentence Pairs



Average Length English



Baseline: only use the baseline SMT system using distance-based default reordering model



•



reorderDependency: the SMT system using our dependency-based reordering model



•



reorderMoses: the SMT system using the lexicalized reordering model6 integrated in Moses toolkit. This model used three reordering types: monotone order (m), switch with previous phrase (s) and discontinuous (d).



TRAINSET



C



Set



•



Vietnamese



Number of tokens



Vietnamese



English



Vietnamese



C



454



18.53



21.95



1978



1619



I



250



16.15



15.40



764



721



2



http://www.statmt.org/moses/ http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/ 4 http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/mt/2008/scoring.html 5 http://www.cs.umd.edu/~snover/tercom/ 6 http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=Moses.AdvancedFeatures 3



D. Results We compared the SMT system using our reordering model to other models according to two respects: •



The effect of the reordering model on the quality of statistical word alignment



•



The effect of the reordering model on the translation quality



two rules are rules in noun phrase (47.91%) and adjectival and adverbial phrase (45.34%). This shows the prevalence of systematic word order differences between English and Vietnamese. TABLE IX.



THE STATISTICS OF VARIOUS REORDERING RULES IN THE TRAINING DATA SET



For measuring the effect of reordering models on word alignment, we calculated the number of cross alignments from the outputs from statistical word alignment (GIZA++). The less the number of cross alignments is, the better the quality is. TABLE VI.



THE STATISTICS BY CALCULATING THE NUMBER OF CROSS



C



I



Noun phrase



16625



8930



Adjectival and adverbial phrase



15735



4338



Conjunction



2268



523



Simple Question



76



2



Total



34704



13793



ALIGNMENTS IN THE TRAINING DATA SET



Method



Number of cross alignments C I



Baseline



135660



28524



reorderMoses



135660



28524



reorderDependency



93387



14011



Table VII shows that the output of statistical word alignment using our reordering method is better than other methods (about a half reduction of the number of cross alignments in comparison with other methods). It is very significant because the statistical word alignment is the first important step in training the phrase-based SMT system. The better the word alignment process is, the better the phrase extraction in training phrase-based SMT system is. For translation quality, Table VIII and Table IX give results for the baseline and reordered systems on both C and I sets. As shown in the table, our reordering method is able to improve the BLEU scores by 2.79 points on the C set, and by 3.59 on the I set in comparison with baseline system. Moreover, our reordering model also outperforms the reordering of Moses, by 1.41 BLEU score on the C set, and by 2.19 on the I set. TABLE VII.



THE EVALUATION OF TRANSLATION QUALITY ON C SET



In order to assess the accuracy of reordering rules, we conducted human evaluation on a set of 30 sentences randomly selected from the test set of data set C. Table XI summarizes the accuracy for each type of our reordering rules. The incorrect parses also cause a lot of reordering errors. TABLE X.



THE ACCURACY OF REORDERING RULES ON A SET OF 30 SENTENCES ON DATA SET C



Used



Counts Correct



Accuracy



Noun phrase



125



89



71.2%



Adjectival and adverbial phrase



111



107



98.3%



Conjunction



4



4



100%



Simple Question



0



0



???



Type



More convincingly, we conduct the experiment (training and testing) to evaluate the individual effectiveness of reordering rules by using different subsets of the reordering rules. Table XII summarizes the BLEU scores of the reordered system for each rule type. The results showed that rules for noun phrase, adjectival and adverbial phrase had significant improvements in comparison with other rules.



Method



BLEU



NIST



TER



Baseline



50.09



9.14



43.30



reorderMoses



51.47



9.23



41.71



Type



reorderDependency



52.88



9.30



41.18



TABLE VIII.



THE EVALUATION OF TRANSLATION QUALITY ON I SET



Counts



Type



TABLE XI.



THE ACCURACY OF EACH RULE TYPE IN BLEU SCORE Data Set C



I



baseline



50.09



57.51



Noun phrase



51.76



59.74



Adjectival and adverbial phrase



51.23



59.5



Method



BLEU



NIST



TER



Conjunction



50.86



58.19



Baseline



57.51



8.91



34.82



Simple question



50.14



57.51



reorderMoses



58.91



8.98



33.54



All rules



52.88



61.10



reorderDependency



61.10



9.14



31.9



V. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS We carry out to collect statistics to evaluate how often the reordering rules are applied in the data. Table X summarizes the count of each rule in the training data. The most frequent



We recognize that the advantage of our dependency-based reordering approach is that it can solve the problem of word movement effectively. Therefore, it can handle both phrase reordering and word reordering problem. Moreover, in comparison with Context Free Grammar (CFG) rules, the



dependency-based reordering rules can reduce the problem of rule explosion and rule ambiguity.



[7]



VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS In this paper, we proposed a novel approach to solve the word reordering problem in Statistical Machine Translation. With the differences of word order between Vietnamese and English, handling absolutely the reordering problem is very necessary. With our experiments, we proved that our method shows significant improvements about 2-4% BLEU score in comparison with a baseline system. In addition, we also compared with other approaches and obtain an encouraging improvement results, our approach goes beyond other methods from 1-2% BLEU score. Adding linguistic knowledge can lead to remarkable improvements in translation performance. Moreover, we believe our approach can be generally applicable for other languages of which word orders are very different from English order.



[8]



Since our method relies on parsing information from a dependency parser, the vast majority of reordering errors are due to parsing mistakes. In the future, we investigate data-driven approaches which learn the dependency-based reordering rules automatically. In addition, we also focus on word order problems much more in complex questions and verb phrase. ACKNOWLEDGMENT We would like to sincerely thank colleagues in the VCL Group (Vietnamese Computational Linguistics) for their invaluable and insightful comments.
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